Virtual Engagements with AAOT
The year 2020 brought about many changes in everyone’s lives. The pandemic
created an environment of uncertainty for children with and without disability,
parents and teachers alike. SO Bharat in created efforts to engage with various
stakeholders by conducting 182 webinars engage athletes, coaches and families
through sessions on wellness, fitness, sports coaching, and other non-sports
initiatives such as singing and dance. The programs were well attended, by nearly
250 people, in each session. Along with sessions conducted, the SO Bharat teams
also participated as resource person in external sessions for partners.
Child in Power session by AAOT and IHCR: 22nd September 2020
Mrs. Oswal invited Special Olympics Bharat to speak
on the subject. SO Bharat was represented by Air
Marshal Keelor, Mukta Narain Thind and Arnav
Thind. We represented the disability sector in
forum, emphasizing the importance of reaching out
to children and adults with intellectual disability in
times of pandemic. While Arnav presented on the
impact on pandemic on children in general.

Dance Sport
Special Olympics Bharat announced the results of a virtual DanceSport Competition
held for the Special Athletes between 2nd & 25th July 2020. 57 awards were
announced on 24 and 30 September 2020 across the Solo Category (42), Duos (9),
Couple (5) and Team (1) routines. Athletes from 21 states took part in the virtual
competition which was conducted with support of the Special Olympics Asia Pacific.
PID Trustee Dr Aruna Abhey Oswal, Lions Clubs International and Chairperson,
Aruna Abhey Oswal Trust graced the occasion as the Chief Guest on 30 September
along with other distinguished officials, namely, Mr Dipak Natali, President and
Managing Director, Special Olympics Asia Pacific, Dr Pierre Gider, Global Advisor for
Dancing and Chair of Dance Sport of Special Olympics Resources Team and Air
Marshal Denzil Keelor, Founder & CEO, SO Bharat.
The event presented the dance videos of the awardees revealing the dancing
talents of the Special Athletes, with the enthusiastic involvement of their family
members. The video presentations were complemented with motivating addresses

by the eminent guests including experience sharing by family members of the
participants.
Both the days witnessed the presence of Dr Pierre Gider, and his team members
Ms Lorna Martin Fox, Ms Donna Dempsey & Mr Antoni Czyzyk who assessed 269
entries, shortlisted out of a total of 396, from Special Athletes from 21 States of
India. The virtual event was coordinated and organized by Mr Victor R Vaz, National
Sports Director, SO Bharat and his team in close collaboration with Mr Coen Van
Putten, Manager Sports, Special Olympics Asia Pacific Region. Mr Vaz is preparing
for India’s participation in the first DanceSport World Championship slated for
August 2021.

